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The University of Trondheim, NLHT (N-7000) and NTH (N-7034), Trondheim, Norway 
Abstract--Patterns of five integers in arrays are generated from simple rules. The studies are tocused 
upon the strange figures formed by the highest integer. Some effects of breaking the rules by misplacement 
of single integers are investigated. The procedure may have relevance to different phenomena such as 
crystallization and crystal growth. However, this work does not propose any actual models for such 
phenomena. 
At the first sight the present subject may seem to be merely a pastime exercise in recreational 
mathematics. On the other hand, it may provide the inspiration to find useful models for certain 
chemical phenomena. The present approach as relevance to such a well-known feature as the 
repulsion of identical particles, and perhaps to the crystallization and crystal growth processes. 
BASIC PR INCIPLES  
In the present approach a two-dimensional rray of integers is built up successively ac- 
cording to definite rules: 
(i) Proceed in a spiral starting from an origin. 
(ii) Observe the criterion of noncontact between equal numbers. This applies to neighbours in 
the horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions. 
(iii) Give the numbers priority so that a is chosen before b when a < b. 
The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this process obviously 4 is the maximum number 
of neighbours to be accounted for. Hence not more than five different integers in the array are 
necessary. An example (see Fig. 1) shows that exactly five integers really are necessary. 
PREL IMINARY OBSERVATIONS OF SOME PROPERT IES  
The first surprising observation concerns the abundancies of the different integers. In spite 
of the priority criterion (iii) it is realized that the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 occur in roughly the 
same proportion, while number 5 is very rare. Table 1 shows the abundancies in some quadratic 
arrays of different dimensions. 
Figure 2 displays the overall confusing pattern of a moderately sized array. The numbers 
5 occur in a sequence 252525 (horizontal) and 5151 (vertical). Otherwise some isolated numbers 
5 are scattered around. The given array (Fig. 2) also indicates the existence of rectangles with 
a regular pattern: 1414 . . . parallel with 3232 . . . in horizontal ines. Consequently, these 
rectangles have 1313 . . . parallel with 4242 . . . in vertical lines. The upper-right corner of 
Fig. 2 shows the corresponding regular pattern where the horizontal and vertical lines are 
reversed. Similar lines of the composition 1212 . . . or 3434 . . . are not found anywhere in 
Fig. 2. In general, a horizontal or vertical contact between the numbers 1 and 2 on one hand 
and 3 and 4 on the other are relatively rare; the corresponding diagonal contacts are frequent. 
tCorrespondence address: Prof. S. J. Cyvin, Division of Physical Chemistry, N-7034 Trondheim-NTH, Norway. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the rules (i)-(iii) in the text. The array is generated until the first occurrence of the 
numeral 5 (in boldface). The origin (1) is in italics. 
MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION 
The array positions may conveniently be identified by indices i, j = 0, --- 1, +--2 . . . . .  
Thus we have introduced the matrix elements R(i, j )  in such a way that the first 14 elements 
along the spiral (see Fig. 1) read 
R(0,0)  = 1, R(1,0)  = 2, R(1, 1) = 3, R(0, 1) = 4, 
R ( -1 ,  1) = 2, R ( -1 ,0 )  = 3, R ( -1 ,  -1 )  = 2, R(0, -1 )  = 4, 
R(1, -1 )  = 3, R(2, -1 )  = 1, R(2 ,0)  = 4, R(2, 1) = 1. 
R(2, 2) = 2, R(1, 2) = 5, 
In other words, the number 5 occurs for the first time in the position (1, 2). 
COMPUTERIZATION 
A computer program was written to find the matrix elements and print out the array. Arrays 
up to the dimension of 363 x 363 were produced. The computerization made it feasible to 
detect more peculiarities about the pattern, which hardly could be foreseen. All the properties 
described in the following were detected empirically. 
ABUNDANCIES OF THE NUMBERS 
When the dimension of the array increases the percentage abundancies of numbers 5 
decrease (cf. Table 2). For large arrays the abundancies of numbers 1 and 2 are practically 
equal, and the same is the case for 3 and 4. However, the former abundancies (1 and 2) are 
slightly, but significantly, larger than the latter (3 and 4). Figure 3 shows the distribution of 
the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the 39 × 39 array. The numbers 1 and 2 give the same overall 
impression, and the same may be said about 3 and 4. In the latter case some open gates are 
faintly visible; they correspond to the lines of fives (cf. Fig. 4). 
THE PATTERN OF FIVES 
In Fig. 4 two branches of lines (one horizontal and one vertical) with the number 5 have 
emerged in the lower-left comer in addition to the upper-right branches described in the pre- 
Table 1. Abundancies ofthe integers in some small or moderately sized arrays 
Absolute number Percentage 
i 2 3 4 5 Total i 2 3 4 5 
8 5 5 6 I 25 32.0 20.0 20.0 24.0 4.0 
I0 13 13 ii 2 49 20.4 26.5 26.5 22.4 4.1 
22 19 17 20 3 81 27.2 23.5 21.0 24,7 3.7 
28 30 31 28 4 121 23 .I 24.8 25.6 23 .i 3.3 
71 74 65 70 9 289 24.6 25.6 22.4 24.2 3 .I 
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23 21414141411124242 
4143 23  23  23  21Sl3 1313 
I I ___2321414141411124242 
14513 23  23  23  21S13 1 3 1 3 
3214141414114124242 
143  23  23  23  2 lS3  13  13  1 
I 
3 2 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4 ~  1 2 g 2 ' 2 5  
14323 23 23 2]31414141 
141414  1232323" 
3232323235414141 
21  14141412323232 
43  32323234141414 
21  141414123 23  23  2 
43 3 23  23  23  4 l 4 I 4 I 4 
2 l l 4 I 4 l 4 I 23  23  23  2 
43  3 23  23  23  4 l 4 l 4 I 4 
2 l l 4 l 4 I 4 123  23  23  2 
Fig. 2. The array up to the dimension 17 × 17. Origin in italics; the fives in boldface. Boundaries for rectangular 
areas with regular patterns are indicated. 
liminary observations. A still larger portion of the array displays completely the regularities of 
the pattern (cf. Fig. 5), where the fives are represented by dots. Each branch consists of parallel 
subbranches shifted by one unit at certain intervals. The subbranches have increasing lengths 
outwards; the numbers of dots are 6, 7, 8 . . . .  when starting with the innermost (right-hand) 
horizontal subbranch and proceeding in the spiral form. The branches are found on a background 
of isolated dots with decreasing density outwards; the positions of these dots are easily detected 
with reference to the shifting points of the subbranches. These regularities were found throughout 
the 363 × 363 array and are believed to extend to infinity, although a proof has not been given 
to this effect. 
REGULAR PATTERNS 
The rectangles of regular patterns (cf. Fig. 2) were found to extend throughout the 363 × 
363 array; they increase in size outwards. Details may be studied on Fig. 6. Both of the horizontal 
branches are found to have the structure 5252 . . . .  while the vertical branches consist of 5151 
. . . .  Sequences of 535 . . . or 545 . . . are not found anywhere. Figure 7 shows the possible 
regular patterns of the four numbers excluding 5. In Z and Z' (Z = A, B, C) only the horizontal 
and vertical lines are reversed. An inspection of the array (Fig. 6) reveals that the versions A 
and A' are common, but the others do not exist to any extent. More precisely, the 12 and 34 
combinations do not extend to more than single, horizontal or vertical contacts. Fragments of 
the patterns B'  and C' (horizontal contacts), as welt as B and C (vertical contacts), are found 
in terms of two parallel lines in each case. Still, the patterns of A and A' are the dominating 
ones; A is found "outside" the branches (including the origin), while A' occurs in the "inside" 
regions, as indicated in Fig. 5. 
Table 2. Abundanciesoftheintegersintwola~e qu dratic arrays 
I 2 3 4 5 Total 
Absolute number 22934 22908 22784 22776 407 3032 
Percentage 24.98 24.95 24.82 24.81 0.44 I00 
Absolute number 32899 32910 32741 32727 492 3632 
Percentage 24.97 24.98 24.85 24.84 0.37 i00 
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1111 11  111  Z222 22  
1 I 2222222 222222 
1 11  111  I ?222  22  
I 1 I 2222222 22222|  
1 11  111  1 722|  22 
1 1 2222222 222222 
1 11  111  I ?222  22 
I I 2222222 222222 
I 11  111  p222 22  
I I 2222222 222222 
1 11  111  ?222  22  
I I 2222222 222222 
11  111  ?222 22 
I I 2222222 222222 
1 1 I 11  ?222  22  
I 11  2222222 222222 
1 1 I I 2222  22  
11  11  2222222 222222 
I 1 I I 2222  212  
11  G I  22222?  0 222222 
1 I I 1 2222 222  
11  t l  222222 222222 
1 I 11  2?22  222  
11  11  I 22222~ 222222 
I I I 11  2?22 222 
11  11  I 222227 222222 
I 1 I 11  2222 222  
11  11  1 222222 222222 
I 1 t 11  2222 222  
1 11  1 222222 222222 
I 11  1 11  2222 222  
111  I 1 222222 222222 
I 11  11  1 I 2222  2222 
11111 I 222222 222222 
I 11  11  111  2222 2222 
11111 1 222222 222222 
I 11  11  111  2222 2222 
11111 I 222222 222222 
I 11  11  111  2222 2222 
3333 333333 4444~&4 4 
3333333 33  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 & ~ &  
3333 333333 4&&&444 
3333333 33 ~ 4 4  4444&~ 
3333 333333 4 4 4 4 & ~  ~ 
3333333 33  ~444 444444 
3333 333333 4444444 44  
3333333 33  444& ~4444~ 
3333 333333 4444444 &4 
3333333 33  ~444 444444 
3333 333333 4444444 64  
3333333 33 .  4444 444444 
3333 333333 4444444 44  
3333333 33  4444 444444 
3333 333333 4444444 44  
333333 33  4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4  
3333 333333 4444444 44& 
333333 333  4444 
33333 4444444 444444 
333333 ~ 333333 44  ~ 444 
333 33  444444 644444 
333333 333333 4444 444  
33333 333  444444 444444 
333333 333333 ~444 444  
33333 333  444444 444444 
333333 333333 4444 444 
33333 333  444444 444444 
333333 4444 444 
333333 3333 333  444444 
333333 4444444444 444  
333333 3~33 333  444444 
333333 44444 4444 444 
333333 3333 333  4 4 4 4 4 4  
333333 44444 4444 4444 
333333 3333 333  44444& 
333333 44444 4444 4444 
333333 3333 333  444444 
333333 44444 4444 4444 
333333 3333 333  444444 
Fig.  3. Distr ibut ion of  the integers 1, 2, 3 and 4. The or igin is marked with a circle. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of the integer 5. The origin is marked with a circle. 
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Fig. 5. Pattern of fives (represented by clots) of the 181 x 181 array. The origin is marked with a cross. The 
inner frame corresponds to Fig. 4. 
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141~1~141~2323~32J~3Z3~32141~141412~2~242~4~431~131313131~1 
3232~232321~1~1414141414323232321313i31313131242424~Z~24~ 
14141~1~i4323~32J2323232141~14141242~Z~2~2~313131313131~1 
323232323~1~1~!~14~414141432323~321313i313131312~2424242424~4 
l~4~4141~323d~¢32JZ3232321~IA141412~2~2~24Z~2~313131~13131~l 
3232J232~21~1~14i41~141~3232323213131313131312~Z~2~2~2~2~2~ 
3232J232521~1~1~1~141~14143232323213131313i~1312424242~242~2~ 
141~1~14i4~232~32~2323Z321~14141412~2~Z42~242~31~131313131~1 
3232~252~21~1~1~141~14141~32323232|31313131~1312~d~2~2~2~2~¢4 
~141~1~1413232~32~323232141~14141242424242k2431513!313131~1 
23234325214141~lA14141k14132323Z3213131313131312~42&24242~¢~ 
41~1~1~143232~232J232321~141~i41~242~2~2~24313131313131~1 
2323~32321~14141~1~1414143232323213131~131313112~Z424Z~2~2~24 
414141~14~232~'~23d~232321~1~1~i41~42~42424243131313131313i3 
2323~3232i~I~!~1~i41~I~323232~2|3131~1313131242~2424242~2~2 
~1~1~14143232~23~52323214141~I~12~2~242~3'3131313131313 
2323~32~21~1~14141~141~14323232~213131513131312~24242~2~2~2 
41~14143232~2323232321~4~1412~2~424242~3'3~3~313~31313 
2323~3232141~1~141~1~1414323232329313151313131242~2~2~2~2~242 
~1~1~1~1432323~232~232321~1~1~1412~2~24242~2~313131313131~13 
2323~32J21~1~141~1~1~1414323232~213i3151~13131242~24242~2~242 
~1~1~141~232~232J232321~1~1~1~1Z~2~2~242~313131313131313 
2323~32J21~1~1~1~141~141~323232321513131313131242~2~2~2~2~2~2 
1~1~41~132323~232J232321~141~1~12~2~2~2~24243'3131313131313 
3232~23d14141~1414141~l~|32323232|~131513131312~24242424242~2 
1~14~14~23232]~32J23232141~1~141~2424~4242~21313131313131313 
3232~232141414~I~741~I~32323232|313131313131~242~2~242~242~2 
1414141~2323~32~32321~141~141212121~|212131313131313131~1 
232323211~1~1~1~141~14143232323~1~141~1414121212121212121~1 
41~1~1~23232~23~3232|1~141~(~4123232~2323234141414141~14141 
2323¢321~141~1~1~141~1432323232~l~1~1~1~1~1~123232323232323~3 
41~1~14~2~232~23~3232141~14141232~232323231~14141~1~1~141~1 
2323~32141~141~1~I~i~1~32323232~141~1~1~14123232~23Z323232~2 
23232325~1~I~1~414141~32323232341~14141414123232323232323232 
~I~1~1~]2~2323e323~2321~14141~1232523Z3232341~1~1~1~1~1~1~]4 
2121~12141~141~14141~32323232341~i~141414123232323232323232 
~2~2~2~1313131~31~1313|23232323~4i4~14~4~23232~23232323232 
131333|~42~24~<~242~241~1~1~I~1232323~3232341~141~14141~1~14 
~242£2151313151~131313|23232323|~1~141~1~14123232~32323232~2 
1313~3~24244~24~21~141~1412323232~232314141~1~141~1414t4 
4242~21~13131~1~131313|2323232341~1~1~141412323232323232323~3 
131313~¢2~2~242~2141~1~141232~232~2323~141~14141~141~141 
42~2~21313131~1~131~1~12323232341~1~141~1~12323232323232323Z3 
~2~2~21~13131~1J131~13|23232323414.141~1~1~1232323~323232323~3 
1313i34~¢2424~242421~141~141~32~23252323~14141~14141414141 
~2~2~21~13i3131J13i~13123232323~1~14141~1412323232323232323~3 
1313134~24242~424~421414141~1~32323252323414141~1~1~1414141 
~2~242131313151~131313123232323414141~14141~32323232323232323 
1313~3~4242~2~¢42~24214141~1~12325232523234'~14141~14141~141 
~2~2421~1313131~131313123232323~14i41~i41~1~32323¢323Z~23~323 
131313~2~242~2~2~214'1~1~141~323232523234'~1~1~14141414141 
~2~2421513131315131313123232323~1~141~1~1~1~32323232323232323 
1313~342~2~24~4~424242141~141~123232325232341~141~1414141~141 
24242|1~3131~13!313|2323232341414141~1~1232323Z323Z32323~3 
3131~2~2~2~2~¢~2424241~141~1~1232323252323~'41~I~1414141~141 
242~¢131~13131~31~131232323231~14141~1~141232323~323232323~3 
3131~¢2~Z¢2~2~2~242141~1~1~12~2323232323|~'~141~14141414141 
Fig. 6. The comple¢ ~p~sentation f the array up to 61 × 61. The origin is enci~led. The integers 5 are 
~p~sented asblack ~ctangles. 
A B C 
1414 1313 1414 
323 2 2424 23 23 
1414 1313 1414 
3 232  2424 23 23 
A' B' C' 
1313 1212 1212 
4242 343 4 43 43 
1313 1212 1212 
4242 3434 4343 
Fig. 7. Regular patterns of the integers l, 2, 3 and 4. Within these patterns (even-number dimensional rectangles) 
the abundance of each integer is exactly 25%. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
1212 1212 12121 
3434 4343 34343 
l 2121 
12  I 2 1212 12121 2 l 212  
3434 4343 34343 
12121 
) 2121 
" ..... 1 "" .... ~ ) 21  2 
j [ . ....... ,..' > ( 
Fig. 8. Regular patterns generated by simplified procedures. 
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES 
Regular patterns may be produced by simplified procedures in different ways. Figure 8 
shows some examples. In the cases (a)-(c) the rule (i) of the basic principles was changed. 
The patterns B' in cases (a) and (c), and C' in case (b) were generated when choosing some 
nonspiral paths. The simple pattern of (d) was produced by changing the rule (ii); diagonal 
contacts of equal integers are allowed. 
PHYSICAL ANALOGIES 
It is tempting to relate the generated arrays to layers of crystal attices. The simple case 
(d) of Fig. 8 corresponds toa layer of the NaCI crystal. The large array (Fig. 6) gives intuitively 
the impression of the face of a natural substance. The numbers 5 could be alien particles 
(impurities) or holes in a crystal attice. We believe that the present procedure, with different 
modifications, may be useful in the studies of physical phenomena. It should be stressed, 
however, that we have not been aiming at a definite application. Hence we do not claim our 
array (Fig. 6) to represent a model of a real crystal. 
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT INTEGERS AT ORIGIN 
It was found to be of interest to investigate the effect of single misplaced integers (analogue 
to particles) in relation to the basic rules. This has the analogy to crystal defects. Will such a 
defect be "repaired" during the development? Will the pattern of fives only be affected locally? 
Or will the defect cause damages throughout the array? Will the pattern of fives be changed 
substantially or completely destroyed? Will perhaps new patterns emerge? In order to answer 
some of these questions we decided to try different integers at the origin. From that point on 
all the basic rules were followed. 
Table 3 shows the abundancies of the different integers in the five cases. It was found that 
number 2 at the origin causes the substitution of all integers 1 with 2 in the normal array (Fig. 
6) and vice versa. It does not affect the other integers; hence the pattern of fives is unaffected. 
The regular patterns A and A' occur in reversed positions in relation to the normal array. When 
numbers 3, 4 or 5 are placed at the origin the arrays become identical after some rounds (cf. 
Fig. 9). Table 3 shows that the number of fives is substantially arger than normal at the expense 
of 3 and 4. Numbers 1 and 2 appear with exactly the same abundancies as in the case with 2 
at the origin when the array dimension is 363 × 363. The pattern of fives is very interesting; 
see Fig. 10, where the regular patterns with reference to Fig. 7 are also indicated. Apart from 
the common structures A and A' one finds slim rectangles of the structure C', mainly above 
the origin and right below. One finds some tendencies of "repairing the damage" in this case. 
Most of the left-hand parts of the array (Fig. 10) is actually equal to the one with integer 2 at 
the origin. A narrow stripe to the left of the origin must then be excepted. The identical areas 
include the whole of the lower-left branches of fives with their interior. As the most striking 
feature of the array with R(0, 0) = 5 we note the formation of double branches in the lower- 
right part and the peculiarity below the origin. A pair of branches (one horizontal and one 
vertical) have also emerged at the upper-right part, abnormally far from the origin. 
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Table 3. Abundancies of the intege~ in the 363 x 363 arrays with diffe~nt num~ at the origin, (0, 0) 
R(0,0) I 2 3 4 5 
i Absolute number 32899 32910 32741 32727 492 
Percentage 24.97 24.98 24.85 24.84 0.37 
2 Absolute number 32910 32899 32741 32727 492 
Percentage 24.98 24.97 24.85 24.84 0.37 
3 Absolute number 32910 32899 32595 32568 797 
Percentage 24.98 24.97 24.74 24.72 0.60 
4 Absolute number 32910 32899 32594 32569 797 
Percentage 24.98 24.97 24.74 24.72 0.60 
5 Absolute number 32910 32899 32594 32568 798 
Percentage 24.98 24.97 24.74 24.72 0.61 
EFFECTS OF MISPLACED INTEGERS NEAR THE ORIGIN WHILE R(0, 0) = 1 
Introduction 
It was decided to investigate the effects of single misplaced integers in other positions than 
the origin. Such an error is called here "unessential" if it violates the rule of priority (iii), but 
not the criterion of noncontact (ii). The error is "essential" when it creates a neighbourhood 
between identical integers. After introducing an error the spiral is continued strictly according 
to the postulated principles. 
Different integers at (1, 0) 
The position (1, 0) is right below the origin; it is the first one after the origin in the 
development of the spiral. In the normal case R(1, 0) = 2. In Fig. 11 the normal pattern of 
fives is compared with the cases when R(1, 0) = I t ,  3 and 4; t indicates an "essential" error 
here and throughout. The case o fR( l ,  0) = 5 is identical with R( I ,  0) = 4 except for the very 
position at (1, 0). 
Different integers at (1, 1) 
The position (1, 1) is the second one after the origin. In the normal case R(1, 1) = 3. 
Figure 12 shows the pattern of fives forR(1, 1) = I t  and 4. The case of R(1, 1) -- 2t displays 
a pattern identical to the one of R(1, 0) = 4 (cf. Fig. 11), except for a narrow stripe of isolated 
dots to the left of the origin. R(1, 1) = 5 gives a similar pattern to R(1, 1) = 4; one has only 
R(2, 3) = 5 instead of R(1, 2) = 5. 
Different integers at (1, -1 )  
This position is situated to the left of (1,0). It is number eight after origin in the development 
of the spiral. Normally R(1, - 1) = 3. The cases of R(1, - 1) = I t  and 4t are shown in 
Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. For R(1, - 1) = 2t one obtains a pattern of fives identical to 
13 12  1S2  13  12  1 $2  13 121S2 
4243431 4243431 4243431 
13  '12124 1S  12124 '1512 I 24  
2543431 243  43  S 1 243  ,,T 3 S "1 
312 ,1252 3121242 312 '1242 
443  4313 ~434313 ~ 43  4313 
121242 ,121242 121242 
Fig. 9. The starting developments of the arrays with integers 3, 4 and 5 at the origin, respectively. Further on, 
the developments areidentical in these three cases. 
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: 
A' I A 
C' " 
• • • • • 
• o Q ~••o .  ••o .•• .o••~ • .  o .• ,  o• . . .  
° • A '  
l e  
• . . " :~:  : : : 
• ~ e0Qe Co• 
i : : : "  . . . . .  . . .  • 
• :. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• . : : :  " A 
~" " :  :: ' . .  o .e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  ,, . . . . .  
: 
: 
: 
A " : -" • e% • Io  • 
: : . , ,  
: A '  : " 
! 
Fig. 10. The pattern of fives (represented by dots) for the 181 × 181 array with R(0, 0) = 5. The origin is 
marked with a cross. Regular patterns (cf. Fig. 7) are indicated. 
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Fig. I 1. Patterns of fives (represented by dots) for different integers at ( l ,  0). The position of a misplaced 
integer is marked by +. "Essential" error is indicated by t. Dimension 61 × 61. 
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R(1,1) = I~ , 3 R(1,1) -- 4 , 3 
Fig. 12. See the legend of Fig. I I. 
the normal case except for a narrow stripe to the left of the origin. R(1, - 1) = 5 gives a 
pattern very similar to the one of Fig. 14; only six dots including the first lower vertical subbranch 
are slightly shifted. 
Discussion 
All the patterns developed here display the "normal" features of two right-angled branches 
on the background of isolated dots. The position of the branches is either upper right and lower 
left (as normal), but sometimes reversed to upper left and lower right. The density of the dots 
fluctuates on both sides of the normal case; Table 4 shows the absolute numbers and percentages 
of fives when referred to the dimension 61 × 61. There are many variations within the features 
referred to as "normal." In particular, the origins of the branches are found at different distances 
from the origin of the array. In the cases of R(1, - l) = 15, 4? and 5 the two branches are 
abnormally close to each other. Furthermore, in the case of R(1, - l) -- It the background 
dots are abnormally dense. In consequence, the abundance of fives is abnormally high in this 
case (cf. Table 4). In the analogy to a crystal structure one might speak about a tendency of 
local melting in the neighbourhood of the origin. The distinction between "essential" and 
"unessential" errors is not reflected in any obvious way in the resulting patterns. 
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R(1~-1) = I t  * 3 
Fig. 13. Dimension 121 x 121; the inner frame is 61 x 61. See also the Legend of Fig. 11. 
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R(1 , -1 )  = 4t  :~ 3 
Fig. 14. See the legend of Fig. 11. 
EFFECTS OF MISPLACED INTEGERS NEAR ORIGIN WHILE R(0, 0) = 5 
Starting the spiral with number 5 at the origin instead of 1 proved to have a major effect 
on the pattern of fives (cf. Fig. 10). What will happen if single misplacements are introduced 
in addition to the number 5 at origin? The same 12 cases of misplacements a described in the 
preceding section were investigated systematically. The abundancies of fives referred to the 
dimension 61 × 61 now fluctuate between 1.45 and 2.28%, while the case of R(0, 0) = 5 
without further misplacements holds 2.15%. It was quite unexpected to find the "normal" 
features (as defined in the preceding section) restored in many cases. In particular, the pattern 
for R(I, 0) = 2 (¢-1) was found to be very similar to R(0, 0) = 1, R(1, 0) = 3 (Fig. 11). 
Furthermore, the cases of R(I, 1) = 3, 4 and 5"1 (#2) all displayed similar patterns, which 
resemble the case of R(0, 0) = 1, R(1, 0) = 4 (Fig. 11) orR(1, 1) = I t  (Fig. 12). 
In the cases of R(I ,  0) = 3, 4 and 5-t new features emerge. The abundance of fives is 
abnormally low ( l .45-1.48% referred to 61 × 61). The pattern of fives for R(I ,  0) = 5t is 
illustrated in Fig. 15. It shows one single vertical branch on the usual background of isolated 
dots. Within the dimension of 61 × 61 (the inner frame of Fig. 15) hardly any more featores 
would be detected. On increasing the dimension two right-angled branches appear in the lower- 
left and lower-right regions, respectively. Notice that the middle and right-hand vertical branches 
approach each other; they are supposed to meet eventually. This event is realized in Fig. 16, 
which illustrates the case of R(1, I) = 11". Qualitatively these two cases are alike. 
Table 4. Absolute numbers (N) and percentages (%) of fives in 61 × 61 arrays with one misplaced integer at 
(i, j). The bracketed figures pertain to the normal case 
(i, j) = (I, O) (i, j) = (i, I) (i, j) = (I, -I) 
N % N % N % 
R(i, j) = i 64 1.72 69 1.85 114 3.06 
R(i, j) = 2 [66] [1.77] 64 1.72 66 1.77 
R(i, j) = 3 69 1.85 [66] [1.77] [66] [I.77] 
R(i, j) = 4 64 1.72 62 1.67 73 1.96 
R(i, j) = 5 65 1.75 62 1.67 73 1.96 
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R(1 ,0 )  = 5"1" , 1 
Fig. 15. Pattern of fives (represented by dots) for one misplacement in a position marked by +,  while R(O, 
0) = 5. Dimension 121 × 121; the inner frame is 61 × 61. 
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Fig. 16. Dimension 161 × 206; the inner frame is 61 × 61. See also the legend of Fig. 15. 
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R( I , - I )  = 3-I , 2 R( I , - I )  = 54 , 2 
Fig. 17. Dimension 61 × 61; see also the legend of Fig. 15. 
For R(I ,  -1 )  = l t ,  4 and 5t (42)  the patterns of fives are identical, except for the 
additional 5 in the misplaced position for R(1, - i) = 5-i"; this case is shown in Fig. 17. Here 
the three horizontal branches extend in a parallel way. Figure 17 also illustrates the case of 
R(1, - 1) = 3t. It shows a new variant of a pattern where three horizontal branches extend 
in a parallel way. 
CONCLUSION 
This work shows the generation of a strange pattern from a set of simple rules. The effects 
of breaking the rules were studied systematically in a limited number of instances. This empirical 
material already shows several interesting and unexpected features. There are, of course, in- 
finitely many other possibilities of introducing "errors" in the normal pattern. 
